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Abstract
In online marketplace, buyers rely heavily on reviews posted by previous buyers (referred to as advisors). Advisor’s credibility determines the persuasiveness of reviews. However, much attention has been paid on the impact of advisor’s static profile information on the evaluation of source credibility, while little is known about the effect of review historical information. This research conducted three sub-studies to evaluate how advisors’ review balance (proportion of positive reviews) affects buyer’s judgement of credibility (e.g., trustworthiness, expertise). The result of study 1 shows that advisors with mixed positive and negative reviews are perceived to be more trustworthy, and those with extremely positive or negative review balance are perceived to be less trustworthy. Moreover, perceived expertise increases as review balance turns from positive to negative, however, buyers perceive advisors with extremely negative review balance as low in expertise. Study 2 further finds that buyers might be more inclined to misattribute low trustworthiness to low expertise when they are processing high amount of reviews. Finally, study 3 explains the misattribution phenomenon and suggests that perceived expertise has close relationship with affective trust. Both theoretical and practical implications are discussed.
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1. Introduction

In an online marketplace, buyers rely heavily on reviews posted by advisors. Business survey reported that 92% of online consumers read advisors’ reviews before they make purchase decisions [1]. Literature also suggests that advisors’ reviews significantly influence consumers’ attitude towards products or sellers, and finally influence sales [2,3].

The extent to which a buyer accepts or follows an opinion presented in a review is a matter of persuasiveness. The persuasiveness of an online review is determined by the credibility of its source (the advisor), because online reviews are written by advisors with varied backgrounds and motivations [4]. Advisors can write reviews no matter if they are capable of assessing a product critically or not (e.g., layperson versus expert). Moreover, many intentional and unintentional factors can influence the writing of a review [5-7]. For instance, an advisor’s account may be controlled by a seller to write positive reviews and promote himself (known as ballot stuffing); and it may also be controlled to write negative reviews to attack competitors (known as bad-mouthing). These reputation manipulation activities have been identified as a pervasive phenomenon in online marketplaces [5,8]. Even if an advisor is a real buyer, he may still be influenced by others and write reviews regardless of his actual experience (e.g., herd effect).

Given the uncertainty regarding source in online reviews, buyers are motivated to assess the credibility of advisors based on accessible pieces of information [9]. Many online marketplaces (e.g., Amazon, Taobao) allow buyers to visit advisors’ profile page. To evaluate advisor’s credibility, buyers are inclined to seek and use profile information, other than the review itself, as cues. A number of studies have been conducted to evaluate how advisors’ profile influences
buyers’ perception of credibility [10,11]. Advisors’ static profile information, such as real name, location, nickname and hobbies, have been found to be helpful in supporting consumers’ judgment [11,12]. However, current studies on advisors’ review history mainly come from computer science field, and little is known about the impact of advisors’ review history on buyers’ perception of advisors’ credibility. Analyzing an advisor’s review history could provide useful information (e.g., purchase frequency, areas of interests or even background) about the advisor, which can be helpful for buyers to make judgement on advisors’ credibility.

In this paper, we segment advisors into five types based on the ratio of positive to negative reviews (referred to as review balance). If the proportion of positive (negative) reviews is extremely higher than, substantially higher than, or almost equal to the proportion of negative (positive) reviews, the review balance is respectively defined as extreme positive (negative), positive (negative), or neutral. We choose review balance as representative of review history because it can be easily noticed by buyers through direct scanning of an advisor’s review history list or a summary table provided by the platform. Prior studies indicate that buyers usually do not scrutinize reviews [13,14], they form attitude only based on the information they gain easily. Intuition also suggests that it is unrealistic for a buyer to conduct a comprehensive evaluation of review history for each advisor in the product page.

We conducted three sub-studies to explore how different review balances signal different meanings to buyers regarding the advisors’ trustworthiness and expertise (two dimensions of credibility). Study 1 aims to gain a preliminary knowledge about buyers’ perception of advisor’s trustworthiness and expertise. Study 2 extends study 1 by using larger sample size and considering more variables. Finally, study 3 is conducted to further explain the results of previous two sub-studies.

2. Research background

2.1. Source credibility: trustworthiness and expertise

The concept of source credibility has received much attention from various fields related to communication, such as politics, human-computer interaction, marketing and information system. It is a multifaceted term suggesting that the positive characteristics of a message source can enhance the perceived value of message information, and thus increase the persuasiveness of the message [15,16]. Expertise, trustworthiness and attractiveness are commonly reported as three dimensions of source credibility [17]. In this study, we considered source credibility as a two-dimensional construct, since expertise and trustworthiness are more relevant to online review context [18]. Trustworthiness describes the receiver’s confidence in a source’s objectivity and honesty in providing information [15]. There is a wide consensus on the positive relationship between trustworthiness and source credibility [19].

Expertise refers to a source’s capability of providing correct and valid information [15]. Such capability can be technical-oriented or practical-oriented [20]. Technical expertise reflects the skillfulness of processing special knowledge required by writing comments towards a given product (e.g., an advisor who majors in acoustics writes a review about a headphone). Practical expertise is the skills that are gained from direct participation in related activities (e.g., an advisor who has tried many headphones writes a review about one headphone). The characteristics of
online communication (e.g., limited availability of personal information) make it difficult to identify whether an advisor is an expert or not. As a result, in online context, different results have been found regarding the relationship between expertise and source credibility. For example, some studies found that expert endorsers can lead to higher source credibility than laypersons; others found that layperson can induce higher credibility than experts; yet others found that the levels of expertise make no difference in determining the perceived source credibility [19,21].

The complex findings on expertise imply that other dimensions of source credibility might disturb the effects of expertise. As mentioned earlier, attractiveness is not relevant to online review context. Here we only take trustworthiness as an example. On one hand, high expertise can lead to increased trust because assessments of expertise and trust both employ an attribute evaluation of trustee’s identifiable actions [22]. For example, a seller’s expertise reflects a buyer’s identification of competencies associated with the transaction. On the other hand, as suggested by the attribution theory [23], people attribute a review to both stimulus and non-stimulus causes. When consumer suspects that the review is not drawn based on product performance (stimulus) but on the advisors’ unknown intentions (non-stimulus), they will discredit the review message. In some cases, a source may be perceived to be high in expertise but low in trustworthiness [24]. For example, people trust an expert because they think expert statements are true; however, if this expert’s motivation to share is reasonably suspected, people’s perception of trustworthiness will reduce. The contradictory effects (e.g., high on expertise but low on trustworthiness) may cancel each other out [25].

The above mentioned two circumstances only address the impacts of expertise on trustworthiness, that high expertise can lead to both high trust (because of belief in competency) and low trust (because of suspicious motivation). However, little is known about how trustworthiness affects expertise.

2.2 Advisors profile and credibility

Previous work on credibility of online reviews can be divided into two streams. The first stream of work focuses on review itself; studies have addressed many factors such as sequence of reviews [26,27], valence [26], volume [28], information depth [29], attribution (e.g., experience issue or product issue) [26,27]. However, these studies generally assume reviews come from credible sources.

The second stream of work deals with the credibility of advisors. Much work has been done on evaluating the effects of advisors’ profile. In real online review systems, a profile usually includes an advisor’s identity-related information and review history. Advisors’ identity-related information, such as real name, gender, location, nickname, hobbies and reputation (e.g., special badges such as top 50 reviewers), has been proven to be helpful for buyers’ judgment [11,12,10]. However, limited attention has been paid on the effects of review history.

The social exchange theory suggests that people develop trust based on behavioral characteristics observed from direct experiences with the trustee [30]. The history of experience facilitates the accumulation of knowledge, and thus increase the validity of knowledge-based attribution [31]. Compared to static characteristics (e.g., gender, location), buyers are able to make rational credibility judgment as they obtain greater knowledge from the review history.

Positive or negative reviews could signal different meanings to buyers, for instance, a reviewer who gives negative feedback might be perceived to be high in expertise [32]. However,
few studies have considered how buyers perceive expertise from advisor’s review history (e.g., review balance). Moreover, current studies on the perception of trustworthiness from advisors’ review history mainly come from computer science area. The basic assumptions regarding trustworthiness and advisors’ review behavior are based on three points: (1) similarity. According to social identity theory [33], a buyer may categorize an advisor who has similar purchase history and review opinions into the same social group, resulting in increased trust towards this advisor [34,35]. (2) Social consensus, that if an advisor holds the same opinions with the majority of advisors, his/her review is perceived as correct and would be accepted [36]. (3) Social network, that dishonest advisors (e.g., fake buyers’ accounts), may share the same review behavioral pattern [37]. Given the fact that related human study is scarce, this paper evaluates buyers’ perception of advisors’ credibility based on review history.

3. Data Source

The review dataset used in this paper is built upon Taobao review data. We selected Taobao as our target online marketplace based on two reasons. First, Chinese online marketplaces have been growing rapidly in recent years. Taobao is the leading platform with about 90% market share. Its transaction volume is estimated to have more sales than Amazon and eBay combined in 2013 [38]. Taobao is well known among Chinese communities (half a billion registered users) and it is usually considered as a typical e-commerce sample in previous studies [39]. Second, despite the huge amount of transactions, Chinese online marketplaces face serious reputation manipulation problem [5]. For example, some critics estimate that about 80% of Taobao sellers have committed reputation manipulation activities during their businesses [40]. And it has been reported that over 1000 active trust fraud companies provide services to help sellers increase reputation and whitewash negative feedback [5]. But a recent official report shows that more than 70% online buyers choose Taobao as their primary choice [41]. Therefore, the high transaction volume, serious condition of trust issue and being buyers’ primary choice jointly make Taobao a valuable target to investigate.

We use a self-developed crawler to download real review data from Taobao during 2014-04-01 and 2014-04-20. This dataset includes the latest 180-day detailed review information about 24,287 sellers and 1,686,870 advisors who are willing to show their profile. The average amount of review per advisor in our dataset is 116.

To prepare the dataset to use for our experiment, we invited four master’s students to select 200 positive and 200 negative reviews from our Taobao review database. The selection of reviews was based on two criteria: (1) previous studies have shown that the different review targets (product and service) have different impacts on consumer’s decision-making process [26]. Therefore, we decided to only consider product attribute-based reviews to serve as data source in our experiment. Service-based reviews were excluded because service quality is usually unstable across different buyers (e.g., delivery service might be excellent in some areas but much worse in other areas) and buyers’ perception of service quality contains many subjective factors. (2) We set the length of each review to be around 30 Chinese characters (about 60 English characters), and the reasons described in each review should be clear. We built advisors’ profiles based on five types of review balances (See Table 1). In the following experiment, we did not set the ratio
between number of positive ratings (R) and number of negative ratings (S) close to threshold values, because we wanted to make different types of review balance distinguishable. For example, we set the ratio of a Type I advisor’s R/S to 0.05, rather than 0.19.

Table 1 Five types of advisors based on different review balance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I. Extremely negative Balanced</td>
<td>R&lt;&lt;S: number of positive ratings are significantly lower than number of negative ratings (R/S&lt;0.2b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II. Negative balanced</td>
<td>R&lt;S: number of positive ratings are lower than number of negative ratings (0.2≤ R/S&lt;0.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III. Neutral balanced</td>
<td>R≈S: number of positive ratings are approximately the same as number of negative ratings (0.7≤ (R/S or S/R) ≤ 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV. Positive balanced</td>
<td>R&gt;S: number of positive ratings are larger than number of negative ratings (0.2≤ S/R&lt;0.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V. Extremely positive Balanced</td>
<td>R&gt;&gt;S: number of positive ratings are significantly larger than number of negative ratings (S/R&lt;0.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: a: R refers to number of positive ratings/reviews; S refers to number of negative ratings/reviews; b: this ratio is only used to describe a phenomenon (e.g., R<<S) and used to manipulate of advisors’ profiles. It is not a strict classification of advisors.

4. Study 1

Study 1 was designed to gain a preliminary knowledge about buyers’ perception of advisor’s source credibility regarding different review balances.

4.1. Hypotheses

Previous studies suggest that the proportion of positive reviews is much higher than negative reviews in online review systems [42,43]. People are reluctant to give negative feedback unless they encounter terrible experience [44]. A content analysis of eBay comments shows that 72.5% of negative reviews were related to unsatisfactory product and service, while the other 27.5% were related to sellers’ attempts to exploit buyers [43]. This result suggests that terrible experience (negative feedback) usually happens due to the poor product or service quality that cannot meet buyer’s expectation.

The reviewers who give negative feedback are perceived as brighter and more intelligent than those who give positive feedback [32]. They give negative reviews because they have enough knowledge to identify product issues. For instance, as a domain expert, an acoustics enthusiast gives negative feedback to a headphone due to its poor performance, while non-experts could not notice the pros and cons of this headphone. In this view, an advisor with a negative review balance might be perceived as a strict expert who is hard to be satisfied. Therefore, we hypothesize that:

H1: The level of perceived expertise of an advisor increases as the review balance changes from extremely positive to extremely negative.

Negative feedback usually contains distinctive information than positive ones, therefore, it is perceived to be more accurate, trustworthy and helpful for buyers to make decisions [42]. Absence
of negative feedback may have nothing to do with the judgment of review authenticity [19]. An advisor who has almost all positive feedback (review balance: extreme positive) may be considered as a malicious account controlled by a dishonest seller to do self-promotion, or as a “Mr. Goody-goody” who always gives positive feedback regardless of his actual experience. Similarly, an advisor who gives all negative feedback (review balance: extreme negative) may be judged to be a malicious account used to attack competitors, since the case that a buyer always experiences unsatisfactory transactions is unrealistic. Previous studies have found that buyers are more likely to form positive attitudes (e.g., trust, purchase intention) towards a product which receives a mix of positive and negative reviews [45,46,19]. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that an advisor who posts both positive reviews and negative reviews would be perceived as trustworthy. We hypothesize that:

H2: The level of perceived trustworthiness is high when an advisor’s review balance is neutral, and the level of perceived trustworthiness is low when an advisor’s review balance is either extremely positive or extremely negative. Especially, an advisor with extreme negative review balance is perceived to be most untrustworthy.

4.2. Experiment and Result

In order to reduce cognitive load, we only considered ratings in this sub-study. We created two sets of advisors’ profiles based on our review dataset. Advisors in each set have entirely different review balances (see Table 2). Although these advisors’ profiles cannot present the characteristics of the whole dataset, using a small amount of typical experiment materials is acceptable in many studies [9,47].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Set 1 (R,S)</th>
<th>Set 2 (R,S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>R&lt;&lt;S(^a)</td>
<td>(5, 86), (0, 103)</td>
<td>(2, 42), (0, 63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>R&lt;S</td>
<td>(31, 57), (38, 64)</td>
<td>(13, 30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>R&gt;S</td>
<td>(51, 43), (58, 42)</td>
<td>(29, 24), (43, 32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>R&gt;S</td>
<td>(68, 31), (72, 23)</td>
<td>(37, 13), (64, 14), (56, 16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>R&gt;&gt;S</td>
<td>(104, 0), (115, 1)</td>
<td>(49, 1), (43, 1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: \(^a\): R refers to number of positive ratings/reviews; S refers to number of negative ratings/reviews

Twenty experienced online buyers were invited to evaluate the impacts of review balance on perceived trustworthiness and expertise. These participants were all aware of unfair rating/review phenomenon in online marketplaces, they were told that the rating history of each advisor in this survey was based on real data gained from Taobao. The interface of the experiment system is shown in Figure 1.

For the judgement of perceived trustworthiness, we randomly assigned 10 participants to check the rating history of advisors in Set 1 and asked them to rank advisors based on their perceived trustworthiness from the lowest (1) to the highest (10) on a ten-point scale (we used a computer program to ensure that each ranking position has only one advisor). Then we assigned the remaining 10 participants to rate advisors in Set 2 and rank advisors in the same way.

For the judgement of perceived expertise, we used the same advisors’ profile and the same subjects (two of them quitted). We randomly assigned 9 participants to check advisors in Set 1 and
asked them to rank advisors based on perceived expertise from the highest to the lowest on the ten-point scale (1 shows the least expertise and 10 shows the highest expertise). Then we assigned the remaining 9 participants to check Set 2 and rank advisors, respectively.

We used Kendall’s coefficient of concordance (W) to measure the degree of agreement among participants with the rankings of advisors. The capability of W in performing multiple judgments (more than two) makes it the most suitable tools to test inter-judge reliability [48]. Past studies suggest that the value of W > 0.7 shows strong consensus; W = 0.5 shows moderate consensus; and W < 0.3 shows weak consensus amongst different users on their ranked data [48].

In the test regarding perceived trustworthiness, for Set 1 we achieved W = 0.7578 (p < 0.0001), and for Set 2 we achieve W = 0.7345 (p < 0.0001). Therefore, there is a strong consensus between participants in terms of ranking different groups of advisors. The average ranking result shown in Figure 2 suggests that the relationship between review balances (from extremely negative to extremely positive) and perceived trustworthiness follows an inverted-U shape, and an extremely negative balanced review history is perceived as the most untrustworthy profile by buyers (2 versus 3.4 and 2.3 versus 2.95).

In the test regarding perceived expertise, for Set 1 we achieved W =0.2867 (p<0.05), and for Set 2 we achieve W =0.6451 (p<0.0001). This result indicates that the levels of consensus in Set 1 and Set 2 are weak and moderate, respectively. The averaged ranking result is shown in Figure 2, which suggests that perceived expertise does not increase linearly when review balance ranged from extremely positive to extremely negative. Meanwhile, participants’ rankings about advisors with almost all negative reviews (Type I) are different (7.38 versus 3.38) across two sets.

In all, the results from study 1 reject H1 because advisors with extremely negative review balance (Type I) were perceived to be low in expertise. H2 is supported, suggesting that advisors who always give the same ratings (either negative or positive) are not trustworthy to buyers.

Considering participants did not gain high consensus regarding expertise, it is needed to further explore the influences of review balances on perceived credibility (especially expertise) of advisors.

5. Study 2

There are at least four issues in study 1, which limit the explanation power of the result. First, the sample is relatively small (20 participants). Second, the list of reviews only contains ratings, while little is known when both ratings and comments are displayed (a real online review system usually displays both ratings and comments). Third, the measurements of trustworthiness and expertise are based on ranking, not on pre-validated questions. Ranking has its limitations, for example, it uses a one-to-one matching method between an advisor and a position and therefore, it might be difficult for participants to choose between when two or more advisors with trustworthiness/expertise perceived to be similar. Moreover, rankings only provide sequential data within a set but little is known about the differences across two sets. And fourth, the total number of reviews is not controlled.

The aim of study 2 is to further verify the results of study 1 by considering limitations of study 1. First, a large sample was organized, including 200 participants; second, both ratings and review comments were displayed to participants; third, pre-validated questions and Likert scale
were used to measure participants’ opinions. And fourth, perceived trustworthiness and expertise were evaluated in both high and low amount of reviews conditions.

5.1. Experiment preparation

To determine appropriate number of reviews in two conditions (high and low amount of reviews), we manipulated five lists of advisors’ review history, which contained 10, 40, 80, 120 and 200 reviews. We provided these review history lists to three Ph.D. students who were experienced online buyers. Their feedback suggested that 10 and 40 reviews could be treated as low amount of reviews, but a list with only 10 reviews was usually not enough to form an attitude towards an advisor. Therefore, we set the value of low review amount to 40. The feedback also suggested that a list with 200 reviews was beyond normal processing capacity, so we set the value of high review amount to 200.

We built 10 advisors’ review history lists based on selected 400 reviews. The details are shown in Table 3. We edited some of the reviews to make sure that these reviews did not conflict with each other. For example, one review may indicate that an advisor is a mother, but another review may indicate that the advisor is a father.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Low review amount (R,S)</th>
<th>High review amount(R,S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R&lt;&lt;S</td>
<td>(1, 39)</td>
<td>(4, 196)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&lt;S</td>
<td>(12, 28)</td>
<td>(59, 141)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R=S</td>
<td>(19, 21)</td>
<td>(98, 102)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&gt;S</td>
<td>(29, 11)</td>
<td>(136, 64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&gt;&gt;S</td>
<td>(40, 0)</td>
<td>(198, 2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: ¤: R refers to number of positive ratings/reviews; S refers to number of negative ratings/reviews

5.2. Details of experiment

We designed an online survey system which consisted of two parts: an advisor’s review history and questions regarding trustworthiness and expertise. In the review history page, participants were told to imagine that they were shopping in Taobao as usual, and need to evaluate the credibility of an advisor. They should use the same amount of time to judge the advisor in our survey as in their regular purchase, and they could go to the questionnaire page as soon as they felt they finished judgment.

All questions in our survey were measured with 7-point Likert scale. Trustworthiness was measured by five items (dependable, honest, reliable, sincere and trustworthy); expertise was also measured by five items (expert, experienced, knowledgeable, qualified, skilled). These items were originally developed by Ohanian (1990), and they have been adopted by many studies [49]. In order to do manipulation check, we used a question to ask participants to select one of the five conditions (R<<S; R<S; R=S; R>S; R>>S) which best fits what they see.

We invited 200 participants into our experiment. They were undergraduate students and they all had purchase experience in Taobao. Each participant was randomly assigned into one of the ten conditions (5 types of review balance × 2 types of review amount). Therefore, each condition had 20 participants. This sample size provided an acceptable level of statistical power with an effective
size of 0.50 at a two-tailed 5% significance level [50]. We selected undergraduate students as research subjects based on following two reasons: first, students provided an accessible sample when an experiment requires a large sample size [51]; second, young adults and university students are a typical group of online buyers, and similar sampling approach has also been employed in previous studies [52,51,17]. Moreover, a recent official survey shows that 56.4% of Chinese buyers in online marketplaces are aged between 20 and 29, 35.9% of consumers have (or are pursuing) bachelor degrees [41].

### 5.3. Analysis and result

All participants could correctly select the condition they were assigned to, indicating that our manipulations were successful. Table 4 shows the results of factor analysis (CFA) for both high and low review amount conditions. All factor loadings were significant (p<0.01), and ranged from 0.73 to 0.93. The composite reliability and Cronbach’s alpha of each factor ranged from 0.86 to 0.94, demonstrating acceptable levels for internal reliability (the recommended threshold for these two indices is 0.7). All values of AVE shown in Table 4 are greater than the recommended value (0.5), suggesting that the latent constructs account for the majority of the variance in their indicators on average [53]. As a common rule, the presence of multi-collinearity issue is confirmed if Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) is higher than 10 [54]. More strictly, the VIF threshold of 3.3 has been recommended by Cenfetelli & Bassellier [55]. Table 4 shows that only two items (EXP2 and EXP3) from the high amount of review group are larger than 3.3 (but smaller than 10), indicating that multi-collinearity is not a serious issue.

We conducted two 5×2 ANOVA analyses on trustworthiness and expertise respectively. For trustworthiness, both review amount (F(1,190)=4.045, p<0.05) and review balance conditions (F(4,190)=109.159, p<0.001) have significant main effects, but no significant interaction effect (F(4,190)=1.231, p>0.05). This result suggests that in general participants perceived higher trustworthiness under high review amount conditions than under low review amount conditions (mean differences=0.178, p<0.05). And in both low and high review amount conditions, the values of perceived trustworthiness are distributed in an inverted-U curve (see repeated contrast of means shown in Table 5).

For expertise, both review amount (F(1,190)=5.656, p<0.05) and review balance conditions (F(4, 190)=35.906, p<0.001) have significant main effects. Moreover, significant interaction effect is observed (F(4, 190)=13.05, p<0.001). This result suggests that advisor’s expertise is perceived to be higher under low amount of review condition than under high amount of review condition (mean differences=0.288, p<0.05). And the values of perceived expertise are distributed differently across high and low amount of review conditions. In low amount of review condition, only the difference between means in conditions “R<<S” and “R<S” is negative (-0.36, but insignificant), suggesting that the perceived expertise linearly increases when review balance ranges from extremely positive to extremely negative. However, in high amount of review condition, the values of perceived expertise distribute differently (an inverted-U shape). Especially when advisors have almost all negative reviews, they are perceived to be very low in expertise (see Table 5, repeated contrast of means between conditions “R<<S” and “R<S”: -2.64, p<0.001).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constructs</th>
<th>Loading</th>
<th>C.R.</th>
<th>C.A.</th>
<th>AVE</th>
<th>VIF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Table 4 results from confirmation factor analysis in study 2
Table 5 Means and repeated contrast results in study 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Review balance Condition</th>
<th>Perceived Trustworthiness</th>
<th>Perceived Expertise</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low amount</td>
<td>Repeated Contrast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&lt;&lt;S</td>
<td>3.49 (0.72)</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&lt;S</td>
<td>4.82 (0.66)</td>
<td>-1.33***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&gt;S</td>
<td>5.37 (0.54)</td>
<td>-0.55*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&gt;&gt;S</td>
<td>6.09 (0.39)</td>
<td>-0.72**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&gt;&gt;&gt;S</td>
<td>4.90 (0.57)</td>
<td>1.19***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: ***: p<0.001; **: p<0.01; *: p<0.05; N.S.: p>0.05; *: the values with parenthesis are standard deviations;

In line with study 1, study 2 supports H2 but rejects H1. The results from both study 1 and study 2 show that buyers might misattribute low trustworthiness to low expertise, and this case might happen when buyers check an advisor who has a high amount of reviews.

6. Study 3

The misattribution phenomenon found in study 1 and study 2 suggests that it is necessary to further explore the interplay between sub-dimensions of trust and expertise. Previous studies indicate that misattribution is usually a kind of affective response to a stimulus [56]. Similar to source credibility, trust is also a multifaceted variable, including both cognitive dimension and affective dimensions [22].

Cognitive trust is a kind of prediction based on people’s accumulated knowledge gained through observation of trustee’s behavior [22]. Affective trust is generated based on the positive
emotions in the judgement process. Previous studies assume a positive impact of cognitive trust on affective trust because cognitive trust is a prerequisite for affective trust [57,22]. Cognitive trust has clear distinctions with expertise [7]. However, affective trust may have close relationship with expertise because of buyer’s misattribution. Therefore, we conducted study 3 to explore the relationships among affective trust, cognitive trust and expertise in high amount of review condition.

6.1. Details of experiment

A survey-based experiment was conducted. Detailed content of measurable items are shown in Table 7. Three measurable items (AFF3, AFF4, AFF5) for trust are extracted from previous study [57], while others are self-developed. Self-developed measures were used because no relevant items can be found in previous studies, and these items were developed to fit our research context well. Items used to measure expertise are extracted from Ohanian (1990).

The experiment procedure is similar to the procedure in study 2. We invited 100 undergraduate students with Taobao purchase experience to take part in our experiment. The demographic information of participants is shown in Table 6. The number of participants meets the requirement of Partial Least Squares (PLS) analysis. Each participant was randomly assigned into one of the five review balance conditions with an advisor’s review history containing 200 reviews. Participants were told to imagine that they were shopping in Taobao and need to judge the credibility of the advisor. Survey was provided as soon as the participants finished their judgement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.Age</td>
<td>22.24</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.Gender</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0(female)</td>
<td>1(male)</td>
<td>Male:49; Female:51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. How much Taobao purchase experience do you have?</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7 point scale (rarely-very frequently)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Structural equation modeling (SEM)-based PLS analysis was chosen to process survey data. This method was chosen in this study because it is suitable for exploratory study, and it requires neither large sample size nor multivariate normality of distribution [44]. We used WarpPLS 4.0 with bootstrapping to conduct PLS analysis. In line with other PLS softwares, the classic PLS algorithm was adopted.

6.2. Analysis and result

The analysis procedure is divided into two steps: test for measurement model and structural model. Table 7 shows the results of measurement model. All factor loadings were significant (p<0.001), and ranged from 0.77 to 0.95. The composite reliability and Cronbach’s alpha of each factor ranged from 0.91 to 0.94. And all values of AVE are greater than 0.5. Finally, multi-collinearity is not a serious issue because the highest value of VIFs is only 3.64. These results indicate that our self-developed questions have good reliability and our survey data are suitable for further analysis.
In the test of structural model, first, age, gender, and purchase experience are included as control variables. Results show that p values for these three variables are 0.06, 0.35, and 0.19. Therefore, no significant effects (p>0.05) of control variables are found. As it is shown in Figure 3, the impact of cognitive trust on expertise is not significant (Beta=0.05, p>0.05). Cognitive trust has positive impact on affective trust (Beta=0.76, p<0.001), and affective trust positively influences expertise (Beta=0.45, p<0.001). The percentage of the variance explained (R²) of affective trust and perceived expertise are 57% and 29%, indicating good explanation power.

The results of study 3 confirm the assumption of misattribution from trustworthiness to expertise, and further suggest that affective trust plays a significant role in determining expertise.

7. Summary and Discussions

In online marketplaces, an advisor’s credibility is important because buyers rely on advisor’s reviews to make purchase decision. An advisor’s profile is a major way for buyers to assess advisor’s credibility. A profile usually includes identity-related information and review history. Disclosure of identity-related information has been found to be helpful in supporting buyers’ judgment, however, the impacts of the review history remains unclear. In this research, we
investigated the effects of review balance, an important aspect of review history. Study 1 investigated how buyers perceive advisors’ trustworthiness and expertise based on different review balances. The results support H2 and show that perceived trustworthiness distributes in an inverted U-shaped curve when review balance ranges from extremely negative to extremely positive. Advisors with almost all positive or negative reviews are perceived to be not trustworthy, while advisors who write mixed reviews are perceived to be trustworthy. This result is in line with psychological studies [45], suggesting that mixed positive and negative reviews could enhance buyers favorable judgement towards a target (a seller, a product or an advisor). The finding is also supported by data mining studies, which treat advisors with all negative reviews as unusual cases with low trustworthiness [58,30,31,34,59]. An unexpected result in study 1 is that perceived expertise does not decrease linearly when review balance ranges from extremely negative to extremely positive. Therefore H1 is rejected.

An advisor with almost all positive reviews might be seen as an easy-to-satisfy buyer. As the proportion of negative reviews increases, advisor’s perceived strictness on evaluating product increases. However, an advisor with extremely high proportion of negative reviews is perceived to be low in expertise. This result implies that buyers might misattribute low trustworthiness to low expertise. Many trust-related misattributions have been mentioned in previous studies. For example, alcoholism, drug abuse, and mental illness among managers can harm employee’s trust towards the organization [60]; people with positive emotions (e.g., happiness and gratitude) are more inclined to trust than people with negative emotions (e.g., angry, sadness) [20]. This phenomenon occurs because affective states, even if they are caused by unrelated events, usually serve as an information aid in people’s judgement.

Study 2 addresses some limitations of study 1 by incorporating larger sample size and more variables. The results of study 2 are consistent with those found in study 1, and again reject H1 but support H2. Study 2 further suggests that buyer’s misattribution behavior is more likely to happen under high processing effort condition (advisor with high amount of reviews). Currently there is little evidence to support the direct relationship between stress and misattribution. However, processing a high amount of review can cause low processing fluency, which then leads to negative affective states [61].

The result of study 3 shows that expertise is positive related to affective trust, while not significant related to cognitive trust. It provides evidence to explain why low trustworthiness leads to low expertise. Previous studies, however, neglect the affective aspect of trust and argue that trustworthiness and expertise are clearly distinguishable [7].

8.1. Implications

The results of this study yielded a couple of theoretical implications. First, previous studies on online marketplace mainly focus on the importance of advisors' review for potential buyers in evaluating the trustworthiness of sellers. They advocate that the existence of inconsistent reviews, rather than majority positive or majority negative reviews, better reflects seller’s credibility. However, they did not consider different credibility of advisors. This study works on exploring how advisor’s profile signals credibility meaning to buyers. Second, a large amount of work on advisors’ credibility focuses on static personal information (e.g., gender, hobbies). This study moves a step further to evaluate the impacts of review balance shown in review history. It is worthwhile to explore review history since it can provide valuable information to judge advisors’
credibility. Third, this study enriches extant knowledge about the relationship between trustworthiness and expertise. Previous studies mention that people can easily distinguish between trustworthiness and expertise [7], and in some experiment, manipulations of trustworthiness and expertise were not found to influence each other [62]. However, in this study, low expertise is found to easily be misattributed from low trustworthiness, especially when buyers face advisors with a high amount of reviews.

This study also generates practical implications for the design of mechanisms to support credibility judgement. First, there are many ways to assigning trust value when buyers and buyers and sellers are strangers, including initializing trust values based on beta distribution, and incorporating social network attributions. We argue that assigning trust values should take subjective perception into consideration. The results of this study could serve as a reference for assigning credibility values of advisors. Second, some trust models compute advisors’ trustworthiness based on the degree of consensus among advisors [36]. Such method might not be suitable in a marketplace with a high proportion of fake positive reviews, because these models assume other advisors are credible. The results of this study could be helpful to refine existing trust models by reducing the importance of consensus in considering trustworthiness. For example, a malicious advisor with all positive reviews might be judged in existing models as highly trustworthy because his reviews are in agreement with others, however, he will be considered to be less trustworthy in revised trust model.

8.2. Limitations and future work

This study has five limitations, which affect the generalizability of our findings. First, although our research participants (mostly undergraduates) reflect a typical group of buyers in online marketplace, they cannot be representative of the whole consumer community. Moreover, our participants were required to have purchase experience and they were aware of unfair/review issues in online marketplace, therefore our findings cannot fully explain how new buyers perceive credibility of advisors with different review histories. We will extend our work by inviting participants with various backgrounds in future work. Second, in our experiment, an advisor’s reviews for all sellers were listed together, but the differences (e.g., reputation) among different sellers were not considered. We argue that discarding sellers’ difference will not significantly affect our result because it is unlikely for a buyer to further judge characteristics of sellers who are listed in an advisor’s profile page. This issue will be considered in future work as a pretest before formal experiment. Third, our results cannot explain how buyers perceive an advisor who only has a few reviews. Buyers usually cannot make judgement based on a short review history list (e.g., only one or two reviews). Fourth, different online marketplaces have different characteristics. Our target platform (Taobao) has serious unfair rating/review problem, while this issue might not be a problem in other platforms. Therefore, buyers in Taobao are assumed to have more knowledge about identifying advisors with low credibility. Fifth, in real purchase, buyers usually have to judge a list of advisors, while our experiments (study 2 and 3) only required participants to judge one advisor. The judgement of a list of advisor might be affected by the sequence of the list (primacy effect: buyers can only remember the credibility of the first advisor) and the information overload (e.g., buyers only judge a few advisors in the list). In future study, we will aim at measuring trust attitude towards a seller by providing buyers with a list of advisors.
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**Figures**

Figure 1. The interface of user experiment in Study 1
Figure 2. Perceived trustworthiness and expertise of advisors in study 1
Figure 3. Results of structural model in study 3
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